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«Caucasus School of Business 
is the place where you can lay a 
foundation of your unlimited 
career opportunities».
Dr. Boris Lezhava,
Dean and Professor of Marketing at Caucasus School of Business
Affiliate Professor at Grenoble Ecole de Management.



Our history

1998 - Caucasus School of Business (CSB) was established on the basis of consortium of Georgian 

Universities, which included: Javakhishvili Tbilisi State University (TSU), Georgian Technical Uni-

versity (GTU), Tbilisi State Institute of Economic Relations (TSIER) and Georgian State University 

(Atlanta, USA);

1998 - Master of Business Administration (MBA) Program;

1999 - Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) Program;

2004 - Was founded Caucasus University (CU), Caucasus School ob Business became part of CU;

2005 - Doctor of Business Administration (PhD) Program;

2005 - Through cooperation with Grenoble Ecole de Management (GEM, France) was established 

Dual Master of Business Administration program (Dual GGSB-CSB MBA);

2005 - International Quality Accreditation (IQA) of Central and East European Management Devel-

opment Association (CEEMAN);

2006 - Through cooperation with Georgian Bank Association was established Georgian Bank Train-

ing Center (GBTC);

2007 - Through cooperation with Georgia State University (Atlanta, USA) was established Dual 

Bachelor of Business Administration program (Dual GSU-CSB BBA);

2008 - CSB became a member of network of International Business and Economic Schools (NIBES);

2009 - Through cooperation with University of Chester (Chester, Great Britain) was established Dual 

Bachelor of Business Administration program (Dual Chester-CSB BBA);

2011 - Through cooperation with Upper Austria University of Applied Science (Steyr, Austria) was 

established Dual Bachelor of Business Administration program (Dual Upper Austria-CSB BBA);

2011 - CSB hosted Annual Conference of Central and East European Management Development 

Association (CEEMAN);

2011 - CSB became member of Harvard Business School Institute for Strategy and Competitive-

ness network;

2012 - Was established Georgian Research Center for Strategy and Competitiveness;

2012 - CSB hosted Annual Conference of International Business and Economic Schools (NIBES);

2014 - CSB Research Team became member of Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (GEM);

2016 - On the basis of CSB was established Startup Accelerator C10, which main goal is support 

students in developing of their business ideas;

2017 - Master of Agribusiness Management Program.



Dean’s Introduction

Any institution can go along the life string without leaving any traces or conversely leaving a lot of significant 

imprints which have had positive impact on each and every member of the society, their families, companies, 

communities, economics, the country and most importantly on the whole world.  

We, at Caucasus School of Business have been striving to create an educational environment which will initiate 

a lot of positive changes and make favorable impact on the society. This can only be attained by involving all the 

stakeholders in the process, having a definite vision and identifying a way leading (in the form of a strategic or 

action plan) to its fulfillment. 

Strategic Plan of Caucasus School of Business 2018-2025 is a document of the type, which identifies the major 

dimensions along which the School will be moving and leaving its imprint. During the period: 

   CSB will have a high quality, innovative and modern academic process which will operate in harmony with 

business environment; 

     CSB will become an institution having an impact on the region’s business life, it will become a business school 

of the regional scope; internationalization will be an indicator of the process which will be attained by diversifi-

cation of the programs, the faculty and the students; expansion of the partner networks, obtaining international 

accreditation and getting into the international rankings;

    CSB will make decisive steps to enhance a research component in its activities and make it more important in 

local and regional scopes. 

I strongly believe that Caucasus School of Business with its innovative approaches and stakeholder involvement 

will be able to achieve all its strategic goals and leave a positive imprint on this section of its “Life string”.

Dr. Boris Lezhava,
Dean  at Caucasus School of Business

Caucasus School of Business is one of the most out-

standing business institutions in the Caucasus region 

operating in Georgia and influencing business environ-

ment in the country. Being the leader of the higher ed-

ucational institution which disseminates the knowledge 

and equips local communities with necessary skills, is a 

tremendous responsibility. “Life string” vector of people, 

their families and the organization for which they work 

depends on the way Caucasus School of Business does 

its job. As on any life string there is always a starting 

point and an end; however, the line between the two can 

be pretty long.
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           * Our Stakeholders are - Shareholders, Professional staff, Faculty, Students, 
          Alumni, Employers and Society.

Our Vision

The vision of Caucasus School of Business is to become 
an internationally recognized and ethically grounded 
business school in the Caucasus region and beyond by 
creating the educational space where every stakeholder*  
will achieve his/her maximum potential.

Our Mission

The mission of Caucasus School of Business is to 
educate people by sharing up-to-date theoretical 
knowledge, developing practical skills and deepening 
understanding of worldwide accepted democratic val-
ues and corporate social responsibility principles. 
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Our Values
Spirit of Innovation – We strive to be continually 
innovative in knowledge creation and transfer in the way 
to be in line with the needs and demands of business 
environment and society.

Diversity – We strive to create opportunities for local 
community to engage, understand and respect others 
whose perspectives, values, beliefs, traditions, and world 
views have been shaped by different experiences and 
backgrounds. Only by exploring issues with people of 
different backgrounds and viewpoints we will challenge 
assumptions and broaden understanding of the modern 
world.

Academic Freedom - We strive to create an environ-
ment where our faculty will be free in creating and trans-
ferring knowledge.

Proximity to the local and international business 
community – We want to be partners with local and 
international business communities in order to create and 
disseminate relevant knowledge in different dimensions 
of business management. 

Caring for development of the country – We strive to 
provide Georgian society with the knowledge which will 
enable it to carry out activities facilitating to development 
of various business sectors of the country and increase 
its competitiveness.
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STRATEGIC

GOALS
As the leading Business 
Education Institution in 
the region, CSB aims to: 

Provide relevant and 
up-to-date business 
education; 

Increase and deepen 
research activities; 

Broaden borders of 
education opportunities. 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1: 
Excellence and Innovativeness in Business Education 

Aim
...........................................................................................................................

To be one of the leading Business School 
in Caucasus region and provide innova-
tive business education in accordance to 
internationally recognized standards. 
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OBJECTIVES

    1.Provide up-to-date innovative academic programs 
by engaging stakeholders, which 

will impact society.

  2.Ensure Faculty development and Increase their 
contribution quality.

STRATEGIC GOAL 1: 
Excellence and Innovativeness in Business Education 

  3.Contribute and Increase student’s academic 
performance.

   4.Reduce the gap between Employer’s required 
and CSB’s provided level of qualification, 

knowledge and skills.

......................................................................................................................................
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2: 
Become more Research-Oriented Business School 

Aim
...........................................................................................................................

To become more Research-Oriented Busi-
ness School. To Increase the involvement of 
faculty in research and deepen our  
research capacity.
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OBJECTIVES
......................................................................................................................................

STRATEGIC GOAL 2: 
Become more Research-Oriented Business School 

1.Produce regionally relevant research. 

   2.Produce    relevant    case    studies     for     the     region.
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3: 
Internationalization

Aim
...........................................................................................................................

To enhance the international aspect of the 
business school and broaden borders of 
international education possibilities in the 
Caucasus region.
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The Dual GGSB - CSB MBA program Graduates.



OBJECTIVES

  1.Ensure the accessibility of educational programs 
to international students.

   

   2.Ensure diversity of our students.

.......................................................................................................................................

STRATEGIC GOAL 3: 
Internationalization

   3.Ensure diversity of our faculty.
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   4. To be internationally recognized.



CAUCASUS  SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

This Strategic Plan is not a detailed prescription, but is designed to 
improve understanding of CSB’s overarching goals and the strate-
gies for achieving them. It is meant to help anyone working within 
or with CSB to discern what motivates our community, and why we 
see it as simultaneously a privilege and an immense responsibility 
to do what we do.
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Our Enablers
The realization of our 
strategic goals is enabled 
by exceptional stake-
holders, high-quality in-
frastructure and financial 
sustainability.
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Our Enablers

- Highly professional committed Faculty and 
      Professional staff;

- Market-oriented and innovative educational 
      programs;

- Strong Brand and high brand equity;

- Strong Financial Position;

- Strong Alumni and Student network;

- Inspirational and innovative learning 
      environment and culture.
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What will Caucasus 
School of Business look like
in 2025

 -      CSB will be the leading business school in delivering 

        up-to-date relevant innovative business education in region;

-       CSB faculty will take advantage of innovative, flexible 

         teaching methods and will be more involved in relevant

         research to solve challenges business environment of 

         the region;

- CSB will build diversity and inclusivity within its community;

- CSB will encourage and support its faculty staff and students 

         in their efforts to achieve excellence;

- CSB will have tighter partnership and close relationships with

         business society and government agencies. These      

         reltionships will deliver new opportunities to the 

         stakeholders, and ensure CSB work remains highly 

         relevant to society.
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